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‘Growth theory therefore accepts the
fact that with or without technical
progress, more capital goods will be
required if there is to be growth’. (The
fundamental growth equation, A Text
Book of Economic Theory — A.W.

Stonier & Doglas C Hague) 
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‘If one is concerned with

the income per head, there is no
unambiguous answer. All will depend
on whether conditions are such as to
raise income more or less than the

population is rising.’ (ibid) 
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 To a reformist,
reforms are everything... That is why,
with the reformist tactics under
bourgeois regime, reforms are inevitably
transformed into an instrument for
strengthening that regime, an instrument
for disintegrating the revolution. To a
revolutionary, on the contrary, the main
thing is revolutionary work and not
reforms ; to him reforms are by-products
of the revolution. That is why, with
revolutionary tactics under the
bourgeois regime, reforms are naturally
transformed into instruments for
disintegrating this regime, into
instrument for strengthening
revolution.’’ (Stalin — Problems of

Leninism)
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